
Ceph - Backport #24017

luminous: tests: silence REQUEST_SLOW in rados/singleton/all/osd-recovery.yaml

05/04/2018 03:28 PM - Yuri Weinstein

Status: Resolved Spent time: 0.00 hour

Priority: Normal   

Assignee: Nathan Cutler   

Target version: v12.2.7   

Release: luminous Crash signature (v2):  

Crash signature (v1):    

Description

This is on luminous

Run:  http://pulpito.ceph.com/yuriw-2018-05-04_00:39:32-rados-wip-yuri-testing_5.3.18-luminous-distro-basic-smithi/

Jobs (all same job reruns): '2473821', '2473819', '2473820'

Logs: 

http://qa-proxy.ceph.com/teuthology/yuriw-2018-05-04_00:39:32-rados-wip-yuri-testing_5.3.18-luminous-distro-basic-smithi/2473819/

teuthology.log

{description: 'rados/singleton/{all/osd-recovery.yaml msgr-failures/few.yaml msgr/simple.yaml

    objectstore/filestore-xfs.yaml rados.yaml}', duration: 927.9632110595703, failure_reason: '"20

18-05-04

    00:57:08.375377 mon.a mon.0 172.21.15.35:6789/0 103 : cluster [WRN] Health check

    failed: 6 slow requests are blocked > 32 sec. Implicated osds 1 (REQUEST_SLOW)" 

    in cluster log', flavor: basic, owner: scheduled_yuriw@teuthology, success: false}

 

Fix is needed in luminous (and upgrade suites that install luminous or earlier) only because REQUEST_SLOW has been dropped in

mimic and above.

History

#1 - 05/04/2018 03:29 PM - Yuri Weinstein

- Status changed from New to 12

#2 - 05/04/2018 03:42 PM - Yuri Weinstein

- Project changed from teuthology to Ceph

#3 - 05/04/2018 04:30 PM - Yuri Weinstein

- Affected Versions v12.2.5 added

#4 - 06/28/2018 07:31 PM - Yuri Weinstein

we see similar on jewel and luminous

http://pulpito.ceph.com/yuriw-2018-06-27_16:47:10-rbd-wip-jewel-20180627-distro-basic-smithi/

http://pulpito.ceph.com/yuriw-2018-06-27_15:46:23-multimds-wip-jd-testing-luminous-testing-basic-smithi/

maybe the same root
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#5 - 06/28/2018 07:32 PM - Yuri Weinstein

- Affected Versions v10.2.9 added

- ceph-qa-suite fs, rbd added

#6 - 07/13/2018 03:58 PM - Yuri Weinstein

http://pulpito.ceph.com/teuthology-2018-07-13_02:25:02-upgrade:luminous-x-mimic-distro-basic-ovh/

['2773457', '2773465', '2773473']

#7 - 07/21/2018 09:23 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Backport set to mimic

#8 - 07/21/2018 09:25 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Backport changed from mimic to mimic, luminous

#9 - 07/21/2018 09:28 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to Bug #25051: "[WRN] Health check failed: 6 slow requests are blocked > 32 sec. Implicated osds 1 (REQUEST_SLOW)"" in

upgrade/luminous-x (mimic, but presumably on master too) added

#10 - 07/21/2018 09:30 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to deleted (Bug #25051: "[WRN] Health check failed: 6 slow requests are blocked > 32 sec. Implicated osds 1 (REQUEST_SLOW)"" in

upgrade/luminous-x (mimic, but presumably on master too))

#11 - 07/21/2018 09:30 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Related to Bug #25051: "[WRN] Health check failed: 6 slow requests are blocked > 32 sec. Implicated osds 1 (REQUEST_SLOW)"" in

upgrade/luminous-x (mimic, but presumably on master too) added

#12 - 07/21/2018 09:35 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from 12 to Pending Backport

- Assignee set to Sage Weil

Commit to be backported: https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/22092/commits/459b33e146d85cf4c03c07bea0718248a0403e0a

Not that one.

#15 - 07/21/2018 10:01 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Fix Under Review

- Assignee changed from Sage Weil to Nathan Cutler

All three failures have one thing in common: qa/suites/rados/singleton/all/osd-recovery.yaml

#16 - 07/21/2018 10:05 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Subject changed from "[WRN] Health check     failed: 6 slow requests are blocked > 32 sec. Implicated osds 1 (REQUEST_SLOW)"" in rados to

"[WRN] Health check     failed: 6 slow requests are blocked > 32 sec. Implicated osds 1 (REQUEST_SLOW)"" in rados/singleton/all/osd-recovery.yaml

#17 - 07/21/2018 02:07 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Tracker changed from Bug to Backport
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- Subject changed from "[WRN] Health check     failed: 6 slow requests are blocked > 32 sec. Implicated osds 1 (REQUEST_SLOW)"" in

rados/singleton/all/osd-recovery.yaml to luminous: tests: silence REQUEST_SLOW in rados/singleton/all/osd-recovery.yaml

- Release set to luminous

#18 - 07/21/2018 02:10 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved

- Target version set to v12.2.7

luminous PR: https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/23007

#19 - 07/21/2018 02:12 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Description updated

#20 - 07/21/2018 06:36 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Related to deleted (Bug #25051: "[WRN] Health check failed: 6 slow requests are blocked > 32 sec. Implicated osds 1 (REQUEST_SLOW)"" in

upgrade/luminous-x (mimic, but presumably on master too))
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